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About me

I’m passionate about Public Relations, 
Social Media, and being the Chief 
Storyteller at the Grand Prairie Police 
Dept. I have over 10 years of experience 
in journalism, PR, videography, and 
photography. I grew up in Fort Worth 
Texas, love sports and music, and love 
being active with friends, family, and 
my Siberian Husky! 



Social Media Platforms - Recommended

Facebook Twitter Instagram YouTube



Social Media Analytics and Engagement



Digital Usage

Humans will spend 
420M years on 
social media in 2021







Facebook 
Algorithm

Recency
Newer posts shown first 

Popularity
How many likes/engagements the 
post gets

Content Type
Type of media in post (video, 
picture, link, etc.)

Relationship
Who a user typically interacts 
with

The Facebook algorithm decides which posts 
people see every time they check their 
Facebook feed, and in what order those 

posts show up.



•People matter more than organizations. 
Users will get higher priority on the news feed than 
Pages. The goal is for users to see messages from 
the people who are important in their lives over brands 
that they follow.

Facebook Algorithm



•Communication is king. 
Facebook envisions its platform as a means for users 
to communicate with one another. Content that 
garners more comments will weigh higher in its 
algorithm.

Facebook Algorithm



Twitter
Algorithm

Recency
Newer posts shown first 

Relevance
Keywords used in a Tweet, and how 
often users engage with tweets that 
use similar keywords

Engagement 
How many retweets, clicks, 
favorites, and impressions a tweet 
gets

Rich Media
Image, video, GIF, and poll

Twitter’s algorithm is all about 
personalization. Optimize your tweets to 

make sure they are picked up by the 
algorithm and seen by the right people.  



•Consistency is key.
Commit to posting often. A Pew Research Center 
finds that the most active accounts on Twitter have 
70X as many favorites and 20X as many followers 
on average. 

Twitter Algorithm



•Posting time matters.
It’s critical to tweet during peak engagement hours 
since the life of a tweet is short.

**Best time to tweet is between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. 
Monday or Thursday, with 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. being the 
best (according to Hootsuite). That said, track your 
accounts own analytics to see when your followers 
tend to engage with you the most. 

Twitter Algorithm



•Use photos, videos, GIFS
It’s well known that tweets with these types 
of media tend to get more attention in the 
algorithm feed and boost your tweet’s 
ranking

Twitter Algorithm



Instagram
Algorithm

Relationship
Interaction history

Interest
Post type (videos, images)

Timeliness
Publishing recencyInstagram’s algorithm is based on machine 

learning, so the way it ranks your posts is 
constantly evolving.



•Share the love. Communicate! 
Don’t be afraid to talk to your followers. The algorithm 
moves posts higher from accounts that a user 
habitually interacts with. Focusing on community 
engagement is key. Have conversations, send DMs, 
tag posts, leave comments, etc.

Instagram Algorithm



•Interesting? LIKE IT!
Instagram will feed people more posts similar to 
what they “heart”. 

Instagram Algorithm



•Timeliness Matters
Recent posts are more likely to be boosted 
to the top of users feeds. 
Best and most popular posts since the last 
time a user opened the app will appear 
first.

Post consistently!

Instagram Algorithm
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BEFORE



Contact
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